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Experimental XANES‡ and delta-mu analysis by Nijhuis et al. (2008) have shown that propene adsorption, with pi back-bonding, on gold inhibits the hydrogen oxidation rate in the hydro-epoxidation of propene on gold nanoparticles. In spite of the smallness of the features, delta-mu analysis proved its usefulness in accessing the reaction path. Details of the mechanism are still to be elucidated. The availability of accurate XANES simulation codes enables further analysis. In this work XANES simulations with FEFF9 reproduce the delta-mu spectra for the H oxidized and the propene co-fed Au nanoparticles. The calculations evidence a propene with pi back-bonding to the Au, and bound at defects or steps or in very small Au nanoparticles. Charge on the nanoparticle was analyzed, and the cationic, or even better, the neutrally charged Au nanoparticles reproduce the experiments on the propene co-fed catalyst. Thereby, this work theoretically supports the experimental findings of Nijhuis et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2013).

A Introduction

In situ XANES spectroscopy studies have suggested the adsorption of propene on supported Au nanoparticles as a critical reaction step in the hydro-epoxidation of propene. More specifically, the co-feeding with propene caused a very strong decrease of the hydrogen oxidation rate. The inhibition of hydrogen oxidation by propene was attributed to the adsorption of propene on the Au nanoparticles. This result was confirmed by delta-mu XANES analysis. The adsorption was determined to be pi back-bonding by comparison with ethene and propane. The adsorption of propene on Au nanoparticles provides additional proof to the finding that Au nanoparticles activate propene to reactively adsorb on titania to give bidentate propoxy species. This is a step beyond the already known ability of Au in playing a role in formation of peroxide species. However, the detailed mechanism of propene epoxidation is still not elucidated and further work is clearly needed.

In Nijhuis et al. (2007) the catalytic experiments were combined with in situ XANES measurements. Spectra of the hydrocarbon (propene, ethene or propane) co-feeding under reaction conditions (H activation) as well as the spectra in absence of hydrocarbons, were used to show the role of Au nanoparticles in the propene epoxidation reaction mechanism. The conclusions are based on the interpretation of delta-mu XANES, comparing with model cases of ethane or propane co-feeding. In spite of the small effect in the absorption edge, the constant trend found with the development of the reaction over time gives assurance about the experimental conclusions.

The high level of accuracy of XANES simulations at present, allow us to explore some aspects of the mechanism that remain unknown due to the lack of time-resolved experimental studies or inaccessibly reaction steps. The real space multiple scattering theory has been successful in reproducing spectra for Au catalysis. The relative edge positions have shown enough accuracy to describe different oxidation states and binding, in spite of the limitations of using a muffin-tin potential. Herein we report XANES simulations using FEFF9 of models of Au nanoparticles in the activated phase, under propene co-feeding and without hydrocarbon treatment. The results provide a theoretical basis to the experimental finding of the binding of propene to the Au nanoparticle as well as is consistent with the pi back-bonding nature of the hydrocarbon bond to the Au. In this work two kinds of Au clusters are analyzed: clusters of the Au(111) surface, the Au/Au(111) to analyze the effect of the edge/defect on a surface, and 5-atom nanoparticles (see Fig. 1). The simple models shown here don’t consider the influence of the support directly but only their influence in the charge at the nanoparticle. DFT calculations have shown the support affects the amount of negative charge at the Au catalyst atom, affecting the propene binding: propene binds less strongly to an Au atom adsorbed to an oxygen vacancy in TiO$_2$, due to the additional negative charge.
**Figure 1.** Propene co-fed clusters used for the theoretical simulations of the delta-mu XANES data: A) Au(111) (left) and Au/Au(111) (right), and B) neutral (left), anionic (middle) and cationic (right) 5-atom nanoparticles.

**B Experimental section**

Crystal structures of the Au(111) and the Au/Au(111), and those with propene bound, were taken from Chretien et al.\(^8\). For the nanoparticles the 5-atom optimized structures\(^8\) with lowest energy of the cationic, neutral and anionic nanoparticles and those with propene bound, were used (see Fig. 1).

XANES simulations were performed with FEFF9\(^3,7\) on clusters of 26 Au atoms for the clusters made from Au(111) and Au/Au(111) (about 10 Å diameter) and on the 5-atom nanoparticles (about 5 Å diameter). The effect of multiple scattering was tested in a cluster of 13 atoms, showing no differences. The code uses a SCF optimization of the potentials, using the muffin-tin prescription with 15% overlap, as the test till 25% didn't show changes. The Hedin-Lundquist exchange correlation potential was used for the excited state and the von Barth for the ground state potential. A 0.5 eV experimental line broadening is added to the XANES core hole line broadening\(^3,41\).

The L densities of states for each atom are provided by the calculation\(^3,9\). A test unfreezing the f states of Au did not produce any improvement. Thus, all calculations shown here have frozen f states. Adding a small charge models well the cationic/anionic clusters as well as the H gas treatment\(^3,10\). Computationally, H can also be added as a global charge (as in DFT calculations), moreover if the coordinates aren’t known, since its contribution to the multiple scattering is very small due to the low Z. An added charge of 0.025 per Au atom accounted for the H treated phase. The cationic and anionic clusters were simulated adding a small charge of 0.025/0.025 per Au atom, respectively. The position in energy of the spectral features and their relative intensity was used as estimate of the “goodness” of the simulation\(^6\).

Delta-mu spectra for each gas stream were calculated comparing with the spectra of the former step\(^1\), to check for changes during the treatment\(^1\): for the H activation the comparison is drawn with the sample in He, and for the propene co-feed with the sample during H activation. The sample “in vacuo” was taken as equivalent to the “in He” sample, as the XANES doesn’t show differences\(^1,11\).

**C Results and discussion**

**C1 Clusters based on Au(111) and Au/Au(111)**

Simulations of the Au L3 edge for a cluster of Au(111) of 26 atoms and the propene co-fed Au cluster were rather similar (see Fig. 2A). These simulations do not reproduce well the feature found at 11924 eV in the experiments with propene on hydrogen oxidized Au clusters, as shown in Nijhuis et al.\(^1\) (more specifically, it concerns Fig. 4 in that paper), reproduced here in Fig 3. Another simulation with an added Au atom onto the surface of the cluster (Au/Au(111)) reproduced well the feature at 11924 eV (see Fig. 2B). When propene is bound to the added atom the feature increases. The added atom models a sharp border (steps or defects), which are known to be more reactive than atoms “in the plane”\(^11\).

**Figure 2.** Simulated XANES of the Au LIII edge for: A) Au(111), and B) Au/Au(111) (arrow at 11924 eV).

The delta-mu of the Au/Au(111) during the H oxidation phase, using the spectra in He for the comparison, shows a negative feature at about 11920 eV, similarly to Nijhuis et al.\(^1\) (see Fig. 4Aa). The assumption of Nijhuis et al\(^1\), that the negative peak in delta-mu was due to the shift of the edge to higher energies proved to be true, as illustrated in Fig. 2B. The simulated delta-mu of propene co-fed Au/Au(111), taking the cationic
Au/Au(111) (the H oxidized catalyst) for comparison, shows a positive feature at about 11923 eV, a valley at in the range 11930-11940 eV and a second peak at higher energies (see Fig. 4Ac). The simulation using muffin-tin potentials reproduces well the trends in the after-edge region. The feature at 11930 eV is in agreement with the first hour of the gas activation treatment, as shown in Fig. 5 of Nijhuis et al.\textsuperscript{1}. The broad feature at about 11947 eV in the first stage of the activation is also reproduced in the simulation. At higher energies the match is less accurate, as expected for a non ab-initio potentials (muffin-tin). Similarly to the delta-mu of the activated stage of the catalyst, the after-edge range of the simulation reproduces well the initial states of the gas treatments. The FEFF9 simulation reproduces the main feature at the absorption edge.

Figure 3. Experimental XANES reproduced from Nijhuis et al.\textsuperscript{1} for: A) XAFS spectrum of gold/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalysts in helium, and B) zoom of the XANES region of the XAFS spectra in helium, during the hydrogen oxidation, during propene co-feeding in hydrogen oxidation, and after propene removal in hydrogen oxidation (curves overlapping).

The effect of the total charge in the catalyst Au/Au(111) was tested using an anionic Au/Au(111) as catalyst (see Fig 4Ab). The delta-mu of the propene co-fed anionic Au/Au(111), with the H oxidized anionic Au/Au(111) for comparison, shows a positive feature very similar to that of the propene co-fed cationic Au/Au(111). The propene cofed cationic Au/Au(111), has the delta-mu feature shifted to higher energies than the propene cofed anionic Au/Au(111), as expected because of the edge shift for the more oxidized sample. The simulation gives an exaggerated enhanced peak at about 11951 eV instead of the small feature observed in the experiment. However, only the propene co-fed cationic Au/Au(111) show the delta-mu peak at higher energies than the H oxidized, as in the experiment (a 4.3 eV shift).

According to these calculations the cationic catalyst gives a closer agreement with the experimental delta-mu peak energy position.

In another calculation the delta-mu of the propene co-fed neutral Au/Au(111) cluster, using the neutral cluster for comparison, shows a shift of 1.9 eV in the peak position from the H activated one that is smaller than the cationic cluster (see Fig. 1SA and 1SB in the Supplementary Information). This points out that the neutral cluster reproduces better the peak position found in the experimental of the propene co-fed delta-mu.

The FEFF9 calculation also provides the LDOS\textsuperscript{‡} for each differently defined atom. The analogy between the form of XAFS and LDOS means that peaks in the LDOS have a correspondence with a transition between different molecular orbitals\textsuperscript{12}. According with the “initial state rule” the transition from 2p to the 5d orbital accounts for the transition probability, while the “final state rule” assumes that the LDOS shape is determined in the presence of the core-hole. Van Bokhoven et al.\textsuperscript{11} have shown that the features at the Au LIII edge XANES difference in O2 or CO are due to changes in the d DOS of the metal. Decreasing the particle size leads to narrower d bands, closer to the Fermi energy. The width of the d DOS increases with an increasing number of total atoms\textsuperscript{11}. This explains the higher reactivity for Au nanoparticles than bulk Au.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>dDOS peak pos.\textsuperscript{[a]}</th>
<th>Ef\textsuperscript{[a]}</th>
<th>deltaE\textsuperscript{[a]}</th>
<th>dDOS charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In He</td>
<td>-12.7</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
<td>-7.26</td>
<td>9.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H oxidized</td>
<td>-14.6</td>
<td>-7.69</td>
<td>-6.91</td>
<td>9.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propene, anionic cluster</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>9.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propene, cationic cluster</td>
<td>-15.6</td>
<td>-7.97</td>
<td>-7.63</td>
<td>9.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propene, neutral cluster</td>
<td>-13.8</td>
<td>-5.99</td>
<td>-7.81</td>
<td>9.773</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{[a]} in eV

In this work the d DOS of the add atom in Au/Au(111) shows a strong and narrow peak (see Fig. 5). This narrow peak is consistent with a small number of atoms involved, corresponding to the low coordination number of the Au added atom. The Au added atom has the same coordination as the dimer shown by van Bokhoven et al.\textsuperscript{11}, as well as the same distance of 2.71 Å between the added Au and the bulk. The calculated Ef for all calculated samples (see Table 1 and Fig 5) appears in a range of about 4 to 8 eV above the (occupied) d DOS peak. Both the propene cofed neutral or the cationic Au/Au(111) shows a d band closer to the Ef than the propene co-fed anionic Au/Au(111) (see Table 1). This means that both the neutral and the cationic Au cluster would be more active than an anionic one. Binding of propene to Au means a transfer from the HOMO in propene to a LUMO in the Au. The easier binding will be that one donating electron charge to the more positive metal, that is, propene on a cationic cluster\textsuperscript{8}. The added Au atom would facilitate the binding of propene since the metal surface will drag electron density from the added Au atom, making it more positive and then more electrophilic for the propene. Notice that the H oxidized shows the closest d band to Ef, meaning that H absorption and desorption should be easy. Oxidizing the Au cluster with H
makes it more positive, then more electrophilic for the propene electrons, in agreement with Bus and van Bokhoven\textsuperscript{13}. The d

DOS amount calculated for propene co-fed, either neutral, cationic or anionic nanoparticle, is reduced with respect to the d

DOS of the non hydrocarbon-treated samples (see Table 1). The reduction in the amount of d DOS supports that the binding of the hydrocarbon is pi back-bonding, with a significant charge return to the ligand\textsuperscript{11, 14}.

Figure 4. A) Au delta-mu of Au/Au(111) for (bottom to top): a) H oxidized (arrow at 11920 eV), b) propene co-feed on anionic cluster and c) propene co-fed on cationic cluster (arrow at 11923 eV). B) Au delta-mu of 5-atom nanoparticles for (bottom to top): a) H oxidized, b) propene co-feed on anionic cluster and c) propene co-fed on cationic cluster.

C2 Clusters of 5 atoms

The model used for the Au nanoparticle is scrutinized by comparing with calculations performed on clusters of very few atoms (5 atoms). The lowest energy optimal structures determined by DFT\textsuperscript{*} energy minimizations by Chretien et al\textsuperscript{8} were used (see Figure 1B). XANES of the Au anionic, cationic and neutral clusters and their propene co-fed counterparts were simulated with FEFF9.

In very small clusters, different cluster charge (cationic, anionic and neutral) causes a rearrangement of the structure. The calculated delta-mu of the cationic H oxidized, taking the “in He” for comparison, and the propene co-fed cationic cluster, taking the H oxidized for comparison, both reproduce well the experimental results (see Figure 4B). While for Au nanoparticles of small size, a rearrangement of the structure occurs for different

charges (cationic, anionic or neutral cluster), for a bigger Au particle the small change of charge during the H activation would be shared in a metal-like manner, without a significant rearrangement of the particle structure. In this work the delta-mu of the cationic propene co-fed and the H oxidized seems to not be affected by the different structures of the 5-atom nanoparticles and the Au/Au(111) clusters.

Figure 5. Au d densities of states of the Au/Au(111) cluster for (bottom to top): A) in He, B) H oxidized. Propene co-fed on: C) anionic cluster, D) cationic cluster and E) neutrally charged cluster. Dotted line at high energies added for visualization. Drop lines indicate the energy of the calculated Ef.
The case of the propene co-fed anionic nanoparticles, taking for comparison the anionic nanoparticle, shows a tiny shift to lower energies of the main peak. While the total charge sign resulted in a significant shift of the peak for the Au/Au(111) delta-mu, it seems unimportant for the 5-atom nanoparticles.

Conclusions

From the IR experiments of Chen et al.\textsuperscript{15} it is argued that the H oxidized Au cluster is neutrally charged and the low coordinated Au becomes negatively charged in presence of propene. In this work a calculation for the neutral 5-atom nanoparticles propene co-fed delta-mu shows a smaller change in the peak position from the H oxidized one (see Fig. 1SC at the Supplementary Information). This is similar to the result on the neutral and charged Au/Au(111) clusters discussed above.

The results show that either the neutral cluster after the H oxidation, as in Chen et al.\textsuperscript{15}, or the cationic cluster, give a shift in the delta-mu as observed by Nijhuis et al.\textsuperscript{1}. For the Au(Au(111)) clusters, also it is the neutral cluster after the H oxidation peak energy shift, of about 1.9 eV, which shows a good agreement with the experimental shift of 2.2 eV, while the H oxidized cationic cluster shift of 4.3 eV doubles the experimental value.

Summarizing, the real space multiple scattering XANES simulations with FEFF9 reproduce well the experimental delta-mu of Nijhuis et al.\textsuperscript{1}. The features found at the absorption edge of the H oxidized and the propene co-fed on Au can only be reproduced when the gases are adsorbed on very small nanoparticles or defects/edges of a bigger Au cluster, but not when adsorbed on bulk Au metal. The feature in the XANES at about 11924 eV does not appear in the H oxidized cluster, but only when propene is co-fed. Thus, the XANES calculations explain the experimental findings that the feature is due to the binding of propene\textsuperscript{1}. The experimental shift in the main peak of the delta-mu of the propene co-fed, with respect to that of the H oxidized one, is better reproduced by the neutral H cluster than the charged ones. The finding is similar for clusters made from Au/Au(111) or the 5-atom nanoparticles. Furthermore, the calculated d DOS for the metal decreases for the propene co-fed Au cluster, indicating there is pi back-bonding.
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Notes and references

Experimental delta-mu spectra for the H oxidated and the propene co-fed Au nanoparticles were reproduced with XANES simulations with FEFF9. The results support that the propene has pi back-bonding to the Au with binding at defects or steps or in very small nanoparticles. Cationic, or even better, the neutrally charged Au nanoparticles, reproduce the results of the propene co-fed catalyst. As a consequence, this theoretical study is in agreement with the experimental data of Nijhuis et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2013).